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Master and Consort with the Company Wardens and distinguished guests

The purpose of the Election Court
is to process the succession of power
and this moment provided an excellent
snapshot of the Company with our first
female Master, Jan Harrison, Senior
Warden Chloë Andrew-Jones and Junior
Warden Shravan J Joshi being joined
by Junior Warden elect Prof. Averil
Macdonald OBE. With a growing diverse
members list and reducing age profile,
the meeting received the news that
HRH the Earl of Wessex was confirmed
to become our Royal Master thus
extending our claim to “inclusiveness” to
unimagined boundaries.
In this grand setting, adjacent to
London Bridge overlooking the Thames,
Master Jan Harrison officiated over the
enrolment of five new Freemen and two

liverymen who couldn’t fail to have been
impressed by the vista before them: the
relaxed formality and warm 21st century
reception, in such imposing traditional
surroundings against the backdrop of
river traffic and the city’s urban high-rise
skyline. The welcome carried over into
the Banqueting Hall, where following
an excellent lunch the new arrivals
were personally acknowledged and our
guest speaker Mr Malcolm Brinded
CBE FREng FEI provided reflections
on his career with Royal Dutch Shell
and encouraging comments regarding
the Energy Institute of which he is
President-elect, and with whom we have
recently formed an affiliation. Malcolm
is also Chair of the Shell Foundation.
- Jim Bellew
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Ten o’clock on a bright Wednesday
morning in April, Court members of the
Fuellers were summoned to gather at
the Fishmongers’ Hall for the Election
Court meeting, followed by lunch. From
the perspective of someone enrolled as
a liveryman almost 20 years ago, the
contrast was remarkable, and a stark
indication of the direction of travel of
our ancient Guild. Back then, the term
“ancient” was not just a noun, it was
also an adjective and the complexion of
the Court was certainly male, and of a
Whiter Shade of Pale, as the song goes!
The “fuel” focused Company was in
decline with the demise of “King Coal”
determining its trajectory.
Immense credit goes to the Masters
and their Court Assistants over the
intervening years, not just for turning
around the traditional company but for
redefining its role in the 21st-century
and providing a valid and compelling
raison d’etre. The energy focus of our
modern Guild provides an exciting
mission for our growing membership
and an attractive option for prospective
players in this global arena. With the
Fuellers Ezra Memorial Lecture,
Conversations and many other outreach
projects the Fuellers reflects a vibrant
presence redolent of the original guilds.
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The Election Court 2017 continued

Guest speaker Mr Malcolm Brinded CBE FREng FEI

Photos: Michael O’Sullivan Photography

Enjoying the splendour of the Banqueting Hall at Fishmongers’ Hall

Master with newly enrobed Liverymen

Master with newly admitted Freemen
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We announced in May that His Royal Highness the
Earl of Wessex has agreed in principle to be Master
from October 2019 – 2020, a great honour for the
Company. The preparatory work to our invitation
led to a fundamental review of the role of the
Fuellers. This produced an embryonic Company
strategy, which has been developed by the General
Purpose Committee, chaired by Senior Warden
Chloë Andrews-Jones, who has done fantastic
work turning concepts into a substantive proposal,
endorsed at Mid-Summer Court. It has a number of
workstreams, probably the most significant for the
wider membership is our relationship with (initially)
three charities focussed on encouraging students
at school and college to study STEM subjects, with
the aim of becoming engineers and scientists, as
the Energy Industry competes for recruits. Some
Fuellers are already engaged with TeenTech. We
will be looking at support to mentoring projects
and facilitating work experience opportunities.
The four sub committees and the Charitable Trust
Fund have accepted responsibility for one or more
projects, with GPC responsible for delivery of the
programme. To promote continuity, Court agreed
that the Chairman of GPC, hitherto the role of the
Senior Warden of the year, will become a fixed term
His Royal Highness Prince Edward, Earl of Wessex, KG, GCVO, CD, ADC
appointment. Past Master Paul Cuttill has been at the
heart of these changes and will be the first three-year
Finally, you will have noticed the rise in ticket price at
chairman, starting in October. You will be hearing much more
formal
events. We always fix the ticket price to break even.
about these as we develop ideas and build the relationship
Tickets are priced by dividing the fixed charges (Beadle, hall
with Teen Tech and Generating Genius. Court Assistant
charge, flowers photographer etc) by the number of diners
David Lewis is taking over the chair of the Industry Group in
we assess will attend, then adding the individual cost of
due course. Key to these is all this is that we give support to
food and drink. Recent rises are the result of increased hall
organisations with staff engaged in the field, not trying to do
charges and catering.
it ourselves.
The Thanksgiving Service and Affiliates Prizegiving and
Do have a great Summer.
Lunch at Trinity House, on 24th July, is now in its third year
and is always most enjoyable and an opportunity to chat to
the affiliates and our prize-winners in a wonderful location
overlooking the Tower of London and the River.
Following this we turn our thoughts to 20th September
Bill Walworth CBE – Clerk
and the Ezra Lecture, our major Energy Industry event, which
Skinners’ Hall, 8 Dowgate Hill, London EC4R 2SP
has Lord Deben as principal guest and main speaker. More
Tel: 07802861744
Email: clerk@fuellers.co.uk
about that in due course but put the date in your diary.

Bill

Photo: Yate Armadillo (cropped from original ) under Creative Commons licence - http://bit.ly/1ryPA8o

The Clerk’s spot
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New Liverymen and Freemen
New Year Court - 19th January 2017
At Skinners’ Hall
Yeoman admitted by redemption
Stewart Michael CASEY
Freeman admitted by presentation
Jennifer Jane INGHAM
Freemen admitted by redemption
Max BOELHOFF
Simon Mark FOWLER
Owain James JOHNSON
Sarah Inge PARKER
Freeman enrobed into the Livery
Professor Michael Stephen KENNEDY

Yeoman Stewart Casey with the Master and his mentor, David Lewis

Election Court - 19th April 2017
At Fishmongers’ Hall
Freemen admitted by redemption
Leslie ABBIE
Julian John William BODDY
Ronald John LANSDELL
Shiv Preyan Shanker NAIR
Gavin Nash TOWERS
Freemen enrobed into the Livery

Daniel Lloyd REED
Professor Jack Alexander SIMMONS
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Freeman admitted by presentation, immediate Past Mistress Jennifer Ingham

Master with the newly admitted Freemen at the New Year Court

Professor Michael Kennedy, newly enrobed Liveryman
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Reflections of the Master
My year so far…
On 18 October 2016, as I
led our party of Wardens
and special guests to be
seated for my Installation
Dinner, the realisation
struck me, I felt the most
privileged and honoured
person in the room as
the 33rd Fuellers’ Master.
I was also delighted to
welcome my first speaker
of the year, the Bishop of
Salisbury. This was just
the first memorable event
of my year.
I have attended some
events on my own, some
accompanied by my
husband and Consort,
Peter and some with our
Clerk. They have been
varied, exciting and a
joy to attend, including
Pancake Race Team - Steve Blackwell, The Master, Bill Barr and Elena Oderstone
Fueller and other Livery
Companies’ formal dinners,
lunches and lectures. It is not possible to mention
more women and girls to study and pursue careers in
everything, but here are a few highlights.
science, engineering, technology and mathematics. Peter
The first formal event began the very morning
and I, together with our Immediate Past Master and
following my installation, when Peter and I were
Consort, were also privileged to be among a crowded
delighted to attend Master Carmen’s Installation
Guildhall to witness the very traditional Silent Ceremony
Ceremony and church service, held at St Lawrence Jewry to install the new Lord Mayor, Alderman, Dr. Andrew
Church followed by lunch at the Guildhall. An important
Parmley. Rain did not disappoint, and the Wardens and
year for the Carmen as this year they celebrate their
I were soaked for yet another year as we joined the Lord
500th anniversary.
Mayor’s procession around the City of London. We
One of the most moving occasions of my year took
were thankfully cheered on by many Fuellers and other
place in November when I attended the Royal British
hardy spectators, throughout the route. Peter meanwhile
Legion Remembrance Service for the City of London, in
stayed dry, hosting both an excellent breakfast and lunch
the Gardens of St Paul’s Cathedral. A cold and sunny day, for our Fueller supporters. The Wardens and I paraded
the Clerk and I joined all the other Livery Companies,
again together later in the month, at Westminster
Lord Mayor, Sheriffs, representatives from other City
Abbey with many other Livery Masters and Wardens
Institutions and Armed Services planting a bed of
for the annual Festival of St Celia Service in aid of Help
poppies and crosses. November was a busy month. I
Musicians UK, supporting working and retired musicians.
was honoured to be a guest at the annual WISE dinner
I was also delighted to be invited to join the Coal Meters
and awards ceremony. WISE is an organization inspiring
for lunch, giving me the perfect opportunity to thank
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Reflections of the Master continued

them personally for all their continued contributions and
support of the Fuellers Company, which we so appreciate.
Suddenly 2016 was disappearing and it was December.
The seasons’ festivities began. Many Fuellers heartily
sang carols together with the Wardens and me at the joint
Fanmakers and Fuellers Carol Service at St James Garlickhythe
Church.
2017 arrived with the Partners Court Dinner and an
opportunity for me to thank not only the Court and Honorary
Court Assistants for their help but all the great support I have
received from their wives/husbands/partners. I was delighted
that our previous Clerk, Sir Antony Reardon-Smith and Lady
Susan joined us and Sir Antony as my speaker, reflected in a
light-hearted manner on his time working with the previous
Masters and our Company. A week later, many Fuellers and
fellow Livery Beadles, joined Peter and I at the Guildhall Club
for a retirement party for Colin Smith who served as our
Beadle for some eight years. It was a perfect time for us to
show our appreciation for all Colin’s hard work over the years.
In February, the Fuellers joined the Carmen for the
‘Woodmongers Supper’ which was actually a lunch again this
year, held at the Burlington House Museum of Antiquaries. A
very informative Lecture by Dr Ian Archer formed part of the
proceedings and all of
us in attendance learnt
a lot about the history
of the Carmen and the
Woodmongers – truly
fascinating. The annual
Inter Livery Pancake
Race happened
as usual on Shove
Tuesday, organised by
the Poulters Company
in the Guildhall Yard.
The Fuellers team tried
their best but sadly failed Colin Smith retires after 8yrs as Beadle
to win any prizes but many thanks to my teammates for their
sterling efforts.
March saw nearly 20 Fuellers joining Peter and I for
a spectacular, one night only, Gala Concert in St Paul’s
Cathedral, raising funds for the 2017 Lord Mayor’s charity
appeal. The London Symphony Orchestra and St Paul’s
Cathedral choir entertained us and the highlight of the evening
included a Saint-Saëns Organ Symphony performed by the
Lord Mayor. Another magical occasion in March was a major
event where every Livery Master and Consort were invited to

the Lord Mayor’s banquet at Mansion House. The following
day, the United Guilds Service traditionally takes place at St
Paul’s Cathedral. In attendance were the Lord Mayor, Sheriffs,
Aldermen, the Bishop of London together with the Masters,
Wardens and members of the Livery Companies. This annual
service began in 1943 to lift the spirits of the City following the
Blitz. This year after the service the Fuellers enjoyed a very
welcoming buffet lunch with the Bakers Livery Company at
Bakers Hall.
April, six months into my year and it was wonderful to be
back at Fishmongers Hall for the Election Court and lunch, it
was here the very first Fuellers Court meeting and Lunch took
place in 1984. Later in the month, both Peter and I together
with Past Master Dennis Woods, Yeomen Richards Woods
and possible future member Milo Woods (aged 3), spent an
afternoon cheering on our affiliate 152 (NI) Regiment RLC
taking on 154 (Scottish) Regiment RLC in the Army Reserve
Football Cup Final. A gripping game but unfortunately 152 lost
when 154 managed to finally score in extra time. The Fuellers
were also out in force once more at the Army vs. Navy Rugby
Match. Over 20 Fuellers were among the 81,577 crowd at
Twickenham for the Army vs. Navy Babcock Trophy annual
rugby match, this year celebrating its 100th Anniversary.
May was the month we hosted our Master’s social
weekend in St. Albans, a special highlight and pleasure for us.
We really enjoyed showing off our City and spending time
with everyone. Also, mid-month, Peter and I, invited by Teen
Tech, joined hundreds of excited youngsters at the Guildhall
Portsmouth for an exhibition focusing on careers in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics.
Peter and I are looking forward to our remaining time in
office, welcoming you to our events and especially continuing
to fly the ‘Fuellers Flag’. Thanks to you all for your continued
support.
Unfortunately, during my year we have learnt Past
Mistress and Freeman, Margaret Pugh, has sadly passed
away. Margaret was the widow of John Pugh, Master
Fueller in 1988/9. It is also with great regret that we have to
announce the recent passing of one of our Founder members,
Colin Brinkman. Colin was always a truly dedicated and
supportive member of the Fuellers, serving as first a Court
Assistant and subsequently Honorary Court Assistant, over
many years.
Both Margaret and Colin will be greatly missed.
- Master, Janet Harrison
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A masterful weekend in St Albans
A Saturday morning historic walking tour
of the Master’s home city was the starting
point of this year’s Master’s weekend. From
an early date St. Albans has owed a great
part of what prosperity it has had, to the
fact that it was the first stage out of London
on the way to and from the Midlands, the
north-west counties, and on one route to
Ireland. As would be expected on such a
busy thoroughfare a marketplace was soon
established and records of its existence
go back over 1,000 years. At an early date
the market was divided into spaces for the
booths or stalls of different trades, of which
we heard mention amongst others of the
Butchery, Flesh Market or ‘Fleshambles,’ the
Fish Market or Fish Shambles, the Pudding
Shambles, and the Wool Market – the
similarities to the origins of the City of London
Livery Companies striking a cord with our
group.
Some of the more adventurous Fuellers
broke off from the tour to ascend the famous
clock tower or “Clokkehouse” as it was known
soon after its construction in the early years
of the 15th Century. The tower is ascended
by a spiral staircase with 93 steps that seem
unparalleled in their narrowness. The effort
duly rewarded by a stunning view of not
just the city and cathedral, but also the
surrounding area for miles around. The tower,
built of flint and lime cement, is endearingly
claimed to be “almost unique” and the only
example of a medieval belfry in England.

An army of British Museum centurions – the Roman Ducks

Cathedral and Abbey Church of Saint
Alban
Is that a Shell pecten?
Fuellers were treated to a wide ranging
Verulamium and museum
explanation of the many types of architecture ranging from
In the afternoon, the walk back through the centuries
Norman Arches, with their ancient paintings still intact,
continued with a trip down the hill into the Roman city of
through to Gothic structures and the adaptations made by
Verulamium, which is today maintained as a city park.
Lord Grimthorpe in Victorian times.
The tour of the 125 acre site was completed at the
With the longest Nave in Great Britain and the seven
London gate, where again there were the solid foundations
highly coloured carved statues in the Screen depicting
of what must once have been impressive fortifications and
martyrs from different religions, our tour was a great
a key control point along the critical Watling Street route.
foretaste of what was to come from the rest of the
Today there is little left of Verulamium above ground level,
weekend!
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Weekend in St Albans continued

as all the building materials were scavenged to build St
Albans during the Middle Ages, but for 400 years it was one
of the largest Roman settlements in Britain.
Next stop on the itinerary was the Verulamium museum.
The main display in the museum is given to mosaics
recovered from the excavations in the 1930’s. Another
pertinent reference to the Fuellers was found here - the
Shell Pecten resplendent on the wall of the Museum! It also
adorned the coffin of a rich Roman nobleman displayed in the
museum.
Guided Tour of de Havilland Museum
The de Havilland Aircraf t Museum was the first aviation
museum in Britain (opening in 1959) some 18 years after the
last Mosquito Night Fighter to be built there had been flown
out of the adjacent fields by Geoffrey de Havilland Jnr.
Our tour started in a hangar containing a Tiger Moth
biplane and several of its cousins. Originally developed as
a general-purpose civilian aircraft before being adapted for
training WWII fighter pilots; we heard that after being tested
out as a light bomber using hand released bricks – it was
rejected because the “bombs” had a habit of ending up back
inside the aircraft instead of falling on their target.

Master’s weekend tour of de Havilland Museum

After leaving the Museum we were treated to a wonderful
buffet lunch at the Master and Consort’s beautiful home in
St Albans. The sun came out and allowed us all to enjoy the
Harrison’s stunning garden while reminiscing on a weekend
of culture, entertainment and bonhomie.
- Liverymen Alan & Diane Dowdell, Andrew
Strawson, Ian Campbell and David Lewis and Past
Mistress Clare Cuttill
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The conversation continues…
Most recently, the Fuellers conversation tackled the
question of whether the North American shale revolution
could be replicated elsewhere.
On a sunny early summer evening Fuellers and their
Guests were treated to the 17th Fuellers Conversation
held in the Vista Suite on the 9th floor of the EY offices
overlooking the Tower of
London and HMS Belfast.
Vista by name and vista by
panoramic view!
Guest speaker was Dr
Jim Buckee PHD BSc, a
petroleum industry expert
and veteran having held
many positions all around
the world with the likes
of Shell, Burma Oil, BP,
Talisman Energy and finally
as Chairman of EnQuest
plc.
In addressing the
subject of hydrocarbons
from shale in North
America, Jim drew upon
not only his vast experience
but also his deep technical
and scientific expertise,
to give those gathered
a masterclass in the
background as to why
shale is so important to
the North American oil
industry. Jim took the time
to explain that shale gas
exploits the source rock as
a conventional trap or seal
and as such needs specific
ground conditions.
In his view, Jim believes the chances of the North
American shale revolution being replicated elsewhere are
unlikely. His view is that to be successful the shale must
have the right characteristics, of being rich in total organic
carbon (ToC) and brittle and there must be abundant
redundant land (so called ‘moosepasture’) for which the
landowner will receive a royalty for allowing fracking to
be undertaken. There must also be an active gas market,
plenty of drilling and pumping equipment backed up

by cheap services and significant pipeline capacity to
take the output away. Jim also said that, “Darcy’s Law
continues to apply – the equation that describes the
flow of a fluid through a porous medium i.e. if there is no
pressure gradient over a distance there will be no flow.”
Jim also took the audience through his perspective
on why gas and coal fired
electricity production
would continue to play a
significant part in the future
energy mix. Primarily,
his reasons centred on
economics, where for
example, when adjusted for
capacity factors, renewable
energy production in the EU
has had a capital cost 30x
greater than conventional
gas fired sources. The
subsequent conversation
and networking certainly
left those attending ‘fired’
up in a very positive way.
Supported by EY,
three ‘Conversations’ are
held each year where
subject experts present as
guest speakers against a
specific title, after which
those gathered have a
’Conversation’ on the
subject. ‘Conversations’ in
2017 have so far taken place
on 22nd February (during IP
week) and the 9th May. A
Conversation is an informal
event and as such presents
an effective alternative
to other dates in the overall programme, timed for just
after office hours to ‘capture’ people on their way home
rather than requiring a specific journey in or a late night.
The event is free to attend but a donation of £15 to the
Company’s charitable trust fund will be welcome on the
night. In the first 4 years of holding Conversations over
£4000 has been raised.

Jim believes the chances
of the North American shale
revolution being replicated
elsewhere are unlikely. His
view is that to be successful
the shale must have the right
characteristics, of being rich
in total organic carbon (ToC)
and brittle and there must be
abundant redundant land (so
called ‘moosepasture’) for which
the landowner will receive a
royalty for allowing fracking to
be undertaken.

- Past Master, Paul Cuttill
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A word of thanks
At the 14th March 2017 Trust
meeting John Bainbridge retired from
the Charitable Trust having made
an outstanding contribution over 14
years.
John attended his first meeting as
an observer in 2003 and then shortly
after, in 2004, was appointed an
advisor. He became a Trustee in 2005
and took over as Honorary Treasurer
in 2014.
John contributed in many
ways to the working of the Trust
- his commercial experience
from Schroders was invaluable in
developing the operations to where
they are today. He identified early,
one of the keys to the future strategy
was the need to secure regular
donations from the members of the
Company. This meant that the Trust
was more able to make long term
commitments to the charitable causes
which needed our help. He was of
great assistance to me in developing
this campaign, which needed a lot
of repetition and different methods
to bring it to the attention of the
Company membership. The result
is that the majority of new members
now donate and in total circa 70% of
members contribute. These numbers
in 2003 were only at about 10 %.
John Bainbridge, Fuellers Charitable Trust 2003-2017
John paid close attention to the
performance of our Fund Managers,
sometimes to their discomfort. He was actively involved
Never frightened to hold anyone to account,
in the two ‘beauty parades’, whilst not a member of the
particularly the Chairman, good humour, wise counsel
panel, because of Schroders pitching for the business,
and his tremendous interest in all areas of the Trust’s
he contributed wise thinking to the decisions made. Over work will mean he will be greatly missed.
his time, the Fund has more than doubled in value to
At his last meeting, John was presented with a
over £600,000.
small gift from the Trustees which was engraved - ‘For
In 2014, John offered his service as Honorary
his wisdom, energy, and desire to make a difference’,
Treasurer and has done a sterling job in making sure all
summing up well his contribution over the years.
the various aspects of our financial dealings are properly
Thank you John, I greatly enjoyed working with you.
carried out, from Annual accounts, reclaiming gift aid
and providing the Trustees with first class information at
- Past Master & Past Chairman Charitable Trust, 		
our quarterly meetings.
Michael Husband
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A sporting affair
In aid of this year’s Lord Mayor’s Appeal, the Glovers’ Livery
Company organised an inter-livery Go Karting race around
the Daytona Circuit at Sandown Racecourse. Fueller, Abhi
Kohok organised the Fuellers’ team which included himself,
his good friend Balu Meempat, Past Master, Dennis Woods
and Court Assistant, Peter Harrison. The team were cheered
on by Suzan Woods and the Master.
Abhi gave a pep talk to the team before they commenced
the battle against 16 other Livery Teams, each team
consisting of 4 drivers. The 2-hour race around the Grand
Prix circuit was gruelling, particularly on one of the hottest
days of the year, not ideal to be wearing overalls, gloves and
helmets. Sadly no awards were won but a very respectable
performance was given, especially considering it was the first
attempt at this race and without any practice. A good day out
with other Livery Companies and lots of fun all round!
Abhi Kohok, Balu Meempat, Past Master Dennis Woods, Court Assistant Peter
Harrison and Master Jan Harrison

- Master, Jan Harrison

Anyone for golf?
This year The Fuellers Golf Society will be playing six matches at some of the most desirable golf courses in
the Home Counties. At each event we need teams of up to eight players and I would encourage both new and
established members to come forward to represent the Fuellers.
Our golfing members play in these matches to enjoy fun and fellowship as well as seeking to play to handicap
and we would welcome new players. In many of these events we can enter two teams, providing us the opportunity
to give everyone a game.

The Fixture List 2017
Date			

Event

		

Venue			

Time

June 14th			

Horners Trophy			

Ashridge GC		

Morning Start

July 17th			

Lord Mayor’s Charity Golf Day Burr Hill GC		

Late Morning

July 28th			

Plumbers Golf Day		

New Zealand GC

Morning

September 4th
Fuellers Golf Day		
(Organiser – Michael Green)

Windlesham GC

Late Morning

September 14th		

Carmen Golf Day		

Cuddington GC		

Morning

October 26th

The Dowgate Challenge		

Worplesdon GC		

Morning

For further information please contact michael@sonningdev.com
- Court Assistant, Michael Shirley

A word from the editor
It’s a great feeling to finally see my second issue of The Fueller
completed and in print. There is a lot of hard work that goes into
the production from a loyal and quite small group of contributing
authors, including the Master. While they have my enduring
gratitude it would however, be wonderful to receive contributions
from a wider range of the Fuellers’ membership base. I would also
very much welcome and appreciate any suggestions on how to
improve the publication. As I am sure you are aware, there is a
substantial project already underway to audit and re-invigorate the
company’s collateral across the board and The Fueller itself is no
exception. We will be refreshing it and need constructive feedback
from the readers, you!
I have been with the company for roughly a year, being installed
as a Freeman last April and I’ve realised that previous editors have
generally been past masters. So, I have some very big shoes to fill
and a large body of knowledge to build. Although the immediate

past editor, John Bainbridge, kindly
did a superb job of handing over
things (thank you, John), I still need
guidance from long standing members
and especially support from those
organising activities to make sure some
willing victim writes a little article for
The Fueller. Between 300 - 500 words
is normally a good length and at least
one photo please! We are looking to
increase the industry-focused content,
so would love to receive any opinion
pieces you might like to share too. Please feel free to contact me
at editor@fuellers.co.uk or seek me out at the next event and say
‘Hello’.
- Editor, Nicola Eyles

Company dates for your diary
Full details and timings of functions and events are circulated by the Clerk and are also
available on the website, www.fuellers.co.uk
2017
July 11th 		
July 17th 		
July 24th 		
			
			
July 28th 		
September 2nd 		
September 4th 		
September 10th 		
September 11th 		
September 14th 		
September 15th 		
September 20th 		
October 4th 		
October tbc		
October 17th 		
October 26th 		
November 6th 		
November 10th 		
November 11th 		
December 8th 		
			
2018
January 17th 		
March 16th 		
April 11th 		
May 8th 			
May 12-13th 		

Fuellers visit to the National Memorial Arboretum Staffordshire Tour & buffet lunch.
The Lord Mayors Charity Golf Day, Burr Hill GC
Thanksgiving Service, St Olave’s Church. Luncheon and Affiliates Prizegiving, Trinity House.
Principal Guest Captain Iain McNaught MNM - Deputy Master Corporation of Trinity House
and Chief Executive the UK General Lighthouse Authority
Plumbers Annual Golf Day, New Zealand GC
London Rugby Union Double Header, Twickenham
Fuellers Golf Day, Windlesham GC
Our British Army affiliates 152 (N Irish) Rgt RLC visitors day, Longmoor Training Camp
Modern Companies Dinner, Wax Chandlers’ Hall
Carmen Golf Day, Cuddington GC
Sheriffs’ Ball, Guildhall
Annual Lecture - the Ezra Lecture. Lord Deben principal guest and speaker
Musicians Company Evensong, St Pauls Cathedral
Visit to 10 Squadron Royal Air Force, RAF Brize Norton
Installation Court & Dinner, Skinners’ Hall. Principal Guest is Lord Mountevans
Dowgate Challenge, Worplesdon GC
City Remembrance Service, St Pauls Cathedral
Silent Ceremony – swearing in of Lord Mayor, Guildhall
Lord Mayor’s Show
Carol Service with the Fanmakers, St James Garlickhythe Church
Fuellers Christmas Supper, The Counting House Cornhill
Fuellers Common Hall New Year Court & Court Partners Dinner
United Guilds Service & lunch
Election Court & Lunch, Mansion House
Sons of Clergy service
Master’s Weekend
This publication is produced and distributed by The Worshipful Company of Fuellers.
Comments on this edition and suggestions for possible inclusion in future issues are welcome and should be addressed to:
“The Editor – The Fueller” c/o 47a Pellant Road, Fulham, London SW6 7NA.
Tel: 07717848120 Email: editor@fuellers.co.uk

		

